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OSHPD Site - 15.3 Acres

The purpose of OSHPD's Facilities Development Division is to regulate the design and construction of healthcare facilities to ensure they are safe and capable of providing services to the public.

- Plan Review
  - Construction Documents
  - Change Orders
  - Deferred Approvals
- Construction Observation
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SD & SD Prime Height Comparison

6 Story Building, 230,000 SF

12 Story Building, 510,000 SF
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November 20, 2016: 1st Patient
Single Firm Multi-Office (SFMO)
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- Shelled areas became part of the project...And parts of the project became shelled...

- Design was still happening during Construction Documents...And then still going on during construction...

- Remote office involvement
From the Owner...
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- What worked...? What didn’t...?
- Expectations vs. Reality
- PDF’s and DWG’s are the As-Built deliverables
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Lessons Learned - CannonDesign

- All Consultants need to be in BIM
- Upgrade models to current version
- Have the right team
- We also needed a BIM Execution Plan
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